HAIIAN SANTA

A7 D7 G D7

G G7 C
HAIIAN SANTA IS A SIGHT TO SEE
D7 G
WHEN HE COMES SURFING INTO WAIKIKI

G7 C
HE WEARS A MALO AROUND HIS BIG OPU
D7
SINGING A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND WAVING TO YOU
G G7 C
HAIIAN SANTA WITH A GREAT BIG BAG
D7 G
HE CLIMBS THE WINDOW INTO YOUR GRASS SHACK

G7 C
HE'LL DANCE THE HULA AROUND YOUR CHRISTMAS TREE
D7 G G7
BRINGING A LOT PRESENTS FOR YOU AND FOR ME

Chorus:

C G D7 G G7
SOFT GUITARS ARE PLAYING CHRISTMAS SONGS FILL THE TROPIC SKIES
C G A7 D7
COCO PALMS ARE SWAYING SANTA'S HERE AGAING IN PARADISE
G G7 C
HAIIAN SANTA GOES AROUND THE ISLE
D7 G
AND DOES THE HULA WITH A GREAT BIG SMILE

G7 C
HE WAVES ALOHA WITH A CHRISTMAS CHEER
D7 G G7 repeat chorus:
MELE KALIKIMAKA AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
After repeat tag last line: